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AUSTWELD  

ANTI-

ADHERENT 

Distributed by: 

 
Australia Technology Welding Industry 
7 Wilding Place, Bull Creek WA 6149 Perth Australia 

Email : austweld@yahoo.com.au , wmi@weldmaster.com.my 

 

Product Description   
>>AUSTWELD Anti-Adherent Spray is a non-solvent anti-spatter and nozzle shield specifically designed to provide a  
     safe welding environment  
>>Anti-Adherent Spray contains no chlorinated solvents, fluorocarbons, silicones or hydrocarbon compounds. 
>>Anti-Adherent Spray is non-flammable, non-toxic and produces no harmful fumes. 
>>Anti-Adherent Spray prevent weld spatter from adhering to M.I.G. nozzles, contact tips and related accessories as  
    well as weld spatter build-up metals to be joined. 
>>Anti-Adherent Spray is paint compatible, with residual spatter being easily brushed or wiped away before  
    painting. 
>>Anti-Adherent Spray is environmentally safe and  is designed to weld through while wet, since it contains no  
    solvents.  As with all anti-spatters, excessive amounts may cause porosity. 
>>Anti-Adherent Spray is available is an aerosol as well as in liquid  form.  Liquid application may be achieved by  
    brush or roller.  Small parts may be dipped. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 
Unit package     400ML Steel Can 
Per carton     24 Cans   
Appearance     Amber Liquid 
Odor      Odorless 
Precautionary     Non-Flammable 
Information     Non-Toxic 
                              Biodegradable 

 

 

Direction For Use 
Welding Torch 
Spray Austweld Anti-Adherent Spray before welding in a thin 
and uniform film onto the areas to be protected. Hold spray 
can approximately 30 cm from the surface to be protected. 
Also use the spray to protect the interior and exterior of 
nozzles, the end and outer surface of contact tips, and all 
other potential areas which are subject to weld spatter.  It may 
be advisable to spray diffusers and the base of the nozzle 
support as well. 
Base Metal 
Spray Austweld Anti-Adherent Spray hold spray can 
approximately 30cm from surface to be protected. Spray a thin 
uniform coating. Do not over apply solution as excessive 
solution application may be detrimental to the weld quality 
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